
Stockton AB 617 CSC Meeting- Chat Transcript June 7, 2023 5:00- 

7:00p.m 

00:13:22 Nzong Xiong: Here's the Wildfire Resources & Outreach Presentation: 

https://community.valleyair.org/media/vq1j4xxi/6723_outreach-slides.pdf  

00:17:39 Gaby Magana (she/her):

 https://community.valleyair.org/media/5152/06072023_stockton-agenda-final.pdf  

00:30:42 R - Stacey Panyasee: Better 

00:38:59 R - Mary  Elizabeth: Why was the air monitoring down for a few days this last 

week for the PM and what's up with the ozone monitoring. 

00:39:45 AD - Jessica Olsen: Hi Mary! Which site are you referring to being down? I'm 

going to message our air monitoring team now. 

00:41:00 R - Margo Praus: Congrats on the school buses contract!!! 

00:46:00 AD - Jessica Olsen: Hi all, 

00:47:22 AD - Jessica Olsen: Just heard from our monitoring team that CARB's monitoring 

staff have reported an HVAC (air conditioning) issue that has caused their site to be down. It looks 

like PM2.5 is up, but ozone is still down. We will send a note out to the whole CSC. 

00:50:17 Brian Moore | CARB: HI all, about the CARB-run monitor at University Park. Looks 

like real time PM2.5 and Ozone data has not been updating on our website since June 1st. It could 

be a power issue or a data upload issue. we are checking with the CARB staff that operate that site, 

and I'll let you know when we get more information. 

00:50:33 Brian Moore | CARB: Jessica scooped me at  my own job. 

00:54:36 AD - Jessica Olsen: reminder, here is a video from Shafter: 

https://youtu.be/rhptyN2a82w  

00:54:37 R - Mary  Elizabeth: Lawn mowers - commercial imagine 6 hours a day = 1800 

miles for one mower. 

00:55:23 AD - Jessica Olsen: We still have a commercial lawn mower measure, too. This is 

separate, and we certainty want to pursue both! 

00:57:51 R - Mary  Elizabeth: I vote yes to reallocate 100.000 for mowers 

00:58:00 R - Stacey Panyasee: Second 

00:58:04 nate knodt: I wish to expand this program to the 200 Mower Level. I believe that 

garden equipment is very polluting in the region and very much so locally in neighborhoods. 

00:58:08 R- Jazzy & Bobby: Jazzy- Yes ; Bobby- yes 

00:59:18 R- Jazzy & Bobby: Jazzy- I’d like to know if about the status of the other 

measures and the funding for the measures 

01:00:12 R- Jazzy & Bobby: Agree! 

01:00:19 CSC - Gloria Alonso: Agree with Cynthia's statement 
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01:00:32 AD - Jessica Olsen: Status of all measures we post monthly: 

https://community.valleyair.org/stockton-tracker/  

01:01:00 AD - Jessica Olsen: we are happy to review this at an upcoming meeting in more 

detail 

01:01:05 R- Jazzy & Bobby: ^ I think a breakdown at the meeting would be helpful as well. 

01:01:17 R- Jazzy & Bobby: Reacted to "we are happy to revi..." with 👍🏾 

01:01:20 R- Jazzy & Bobby: Reacted to "Status of all measur..." with 👍🏾 

01:02:49 AD - Jessica Olsen: Reacted to "^ I think a breakdow..." with 👍 

01:03:59 nate knodt: I share the concern regarding current low distribution of mowers, 

however, I think this is a matter of outreach/marketing. And yes this program is currently challenging 

for low-income households. i believe that in-person events to streamline and push out this 

equipment is critical. 

01:18:03 AD - Jessica Olsen: Including the CSC! We send press releases to you all, as 

you've seen :) 

01:21:07 AD - Jessica Olsen: Wildfire page: https://ww2.valleyair.org/air-quality-

information/wildfire-information/  

01:21:14 Gaby Magana H+Co (she/her): Reacted to "Wildfire page: https..." with 👍 

01:21:20 CSC - Gloria Alonso: Reacted to "Wildfire page: https..." with 👍 

01:24:34 AD - Jessica Olsen: Clean Air Rooms Program: 

https://ww2.valleyair.org/grants/clean-air-rooms-program/  

01:25:01 AD - Jeannine Tackett: We have received applications from the County of San 

Joaquin for 5 different locations in Stockton. 

01:25:10 AD - Jessica Olsen: Reacted to "We have received app..." with 👏 

01:25:44 CSC - Gloria Alonso: Reacted to "Clean Air Rooms Prog..." with 👍 

01:27:10 R - Mary  Elizabeth: @Jeannine, Thank you for the info.  Would it be possible to 

find out where those 5 locations are? 

01:27:51 AD - Jessica Olsen: Anything in the Stockton AB 617 Community qualifies! 

01:27:54 AD - Jeannine Tackett: County of San Joaquin 2800 S. "D" St. Stockton 

County of San Joaquin 533 S. Los Angeles St. Stockton 

County of San Joaquin 398 Downing Ave. Stockton 

County of San Joaquin 607 Bird Ave. Stockton 

County of San Joaquin 2885 E. Harding Way Stockton 

01:31:59 R- Jazzy & Bobby: In the application does it make mention of the priority 

demographics? 

01:33:30 AD - Jeannine Tackett: Replying to "In the application d..." 
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Yes, there is a set of questions that covers the priority populations. However, they are optional to 

answer in case someone is more private and does not want to share that info, we want to make sure 

they can still participate. 

01:35:03 R- Jazzy & Bobby: Replying to "In the application d..." 

 

Great! & Does it make mention that those questions are give priority? 

01:35:40 R- Jazzy & Bobby: Replying to "In the application d..." 

 

Trying to remember from the preview a couple months back 

01:36:48 R - Mary  Elizabeth: Thanks Everett:) 

01:37:28 AD - Jeannine Tackett: Replying to "In the application d..." 

 

No, we are tracking the application data as it comes in to ensure that if there is a big demand we 

move the priority population questions forward first. The application is the same for all participants in 

the program so we are handling community specific requests on the backside. 

01:37:39 R - Mary  Elizabeth: What about well sealed rooms?  What about the 

weatherization? 

01:39:19 AD - Jessica Olsen: Thanks you Dr. Ferrell! We hear you and will look to do a 

better job helping make the materials more accessible. There needs to be a balance in the amount 

of information we sent 

01:40:04 AD - Stephanie Ng (she/hers): this is the planning session Gaby is mentioning: 

https://community.valleyair.org/media/lkwjb1b5/stockton-ab617-planning-csc-meetings.pdf  

01:40:32 AD - Stephanie Ng (she/hers): in this exercise, we planned topics until June, so we'd 

love to hear additional ideas for future meetings 

01:42:54 CSC - Gloria Alonso: Reacted to "this is the planning..." with 👍 

01:42:57 CSC - Gloria Alonso: Reacted to "in this exercise, we..." with 👍 

01:46:42 Brian Moore | CARB: Here is a link to CARB's webpage summary of the STEP 

Program. Community-based organizations are also eligible to apply for STEP funds. 

 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/fact-sheets/sustainable-transportation-equity-project   

01:47:54 CSC - Gloria Alonso: Reacted to "Here is a link to CA..." with 👍 

01:50:00 R - Mary  Elizabeth: could you please explain the eligibility map? 

01:50:05 R - Mary  Elizabeth: https://sjcog.org/DocumentCenter/View/8664/SMC-Map-PDF  

01:51:56 AD - Jessica Olsen: Replying to "What about well seal..." 
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Thanks Mary! we plan to continue working with the Human Services Agency of San Joaquin County 

to talk about their available incentives for weatherization. We had them present in February and are 

looking forward to talking more about their outreach plans. 

01:52:06 Christine Tran - SJCOG: https://www.sjcog.org/556/Stockton-Mobility-

Collective-SMC  

01:52:41 Christine Tran - SJCOG: The map is on that page, too! 

01:55:37 Christine Tran - SJCOG: Christine Corrales - corrales@sjcog.org  

01:56:48 nate knodt: Getting a resolution on the Yosemite Street Bikeshare location would 

be good to know. The location went from 15 bikes, down to a total of 2, then up to 7, and then down 

to Zero. 

01:58:11 CSC - Gloria Alonso: That is helpful. I believe is the fact that the Google host the 

map, which generates changes on the interface 

01:58:29 AD - Jessica Olsen: Reacted to "That is helpful. I b..." with 👍 

02:01:07 Csc- Jennifer, Flores: can they post their emails please? 

02:01:59 Christine Tran - SJCOG: Christine Tran (carshare project lead) - 

tran@sjcog.org  

02:02:24 Csc- Jennifer, Flores: thank you 

02:02:29 AD - Jessica Olsen: @Gloria, great idea! Similarly, we want to bring the HSASJ to 

the lawn mower or air filtration events. HSASJ is the County office who gives weatherization 

incentives 

02:03:28 CSC - Gloria Alonso: Reacted to "@Gloria, great idea!..." with 👍 

02:03:30 R- Jazzy & Bobby: Reacted to "That is helpful. I b..." with 👍 

02:04:26 nate knodt: Thank you Yvette! 

02:04:57 Christine Tran - SJCOG: Yvette Davis (mobility incentives) - davis@sjcog.org  

02:05:45 Csc- Jennifer, Flores: Reacted to "Yvette Davis (mobili..." with 👍 

02:06:18 CSC - Gloria Alonso: Thanks Kyle 

02:06:34 AD - Stephanie Ng (she/hers): welcome officially Kyle 🙂 

02:10:32 Kyle Goff - CARB - he/him/his: Email: kyle.goff@arb.ca.gov, and my Phone Number: 

279-208-7811 

02:10:58 Kyle Goff - CARB - he/him/his: And here's the link to part 1 of the the draft Blueprint 

2.0 document: https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/public-comments/submit-public-comments-draft-part-one-

blueprint-20  

02:11:35 AD - Jessica Olsen: Gloria has it right: it's definitely important! We plan to attend 

those workshops, too. 

02:12:58 CSC - Gloria Alonso: Thanks! 
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02:14:09 Kyle Goff - CARB - he/him/his: Reacted to "welcome officially K..." with ❤️ 

02:14:26 AD - Stephanie Ng (she/hers): the rest of standing updates will be shared via email! 

02:14:33 Brian Moore | CARB: Shoot, have to pickup my daughter. Thanks everyone! Feel 

free to email Kyle or me at brian.moore@arb.ca.gov with any questions for CARB. 

02:14:45 AD - Jessica Olsen: Stephanie will send out a comprehensive subcommittee 

update and will include CARB's updates and timeline 

02:14:53 Gaby Magana H+Co (she/her): Reacted to "Stephanie will send ..." with 👍 

02:14:55 Kyle Goff - CARB - he/him/his: Reacted to "Stephanie will send ..." with 👍 

02:14:57 Gaby Magana H+Co (she/her): Reacted to "the rest of standing..." with 👍 

02:15:12 CSC - Gloria Alonso: Reacted to "Stephanie will send ..." with 👍 

02:15:33 Vanessa Gomez, H+Co (she/her/ella): Reacted to "the rest of standing..." with 👍 

02:18:53 CSC - Gloria Alonso: normal schedule works 

02:19:13 R - Mary  Elizabeth: normal monthly schedule with july/dec off 

02:19:57 AD - Stephanie Ng (she/hers): Reacted to "normal schedule work..." with 👍 

02:19:57 AD - Jessica Olsen: Reacted to "normal monthly sched..." with 👍 

02:20:00 AD - Stephanie Ng (she/hers): Reacted to "normal monthly sched..." with 👍 

02:20:05 AD - Jessica Olsen: Reacted to "normal schedule work..." with 👍 

02:20:12 nate knodt: I am OK with the consensus of the group. I can meet each month or 

skip a month. 

02:24:41 Kyle Goff - CARB - he/him/his: Oh, also we'll be in touch with Stephanie and Jessica 

to fully close the loop on the issue with CARB's air monitor in Stockton! 

02:24:56 AD - Stephanie Ng (she/hers): Thanks Kyle! 

02:30:22 CSC - Gloria Alonso: I want to second the comment from Jessica, and I appreciate 

the transparency 

02:32:15 Gaby Magana H+Co (she/her): Appreciate your commitment to the community 

Everett 

02:32:30 AD - Stephanie Ng (she/hers): thanks all for sticking around! have a lovely rest of 

your evenings! 

02:32:34 CSC - Gloria Alonso: I have to drop off the meeting 

02:33:36 CSC Alt - Cynthia Pinto-Cabrera: Thank you all. Have a good one! 

02:33:54 CSC Alt - Cynthia Pinto-Cabrera: Congrats Jessica! 

02:33:57 CSC - Gloria Alonso: Congratulations! 
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02:34:00 nate knodt: Thank you Jessica!! 

02:34:13 Kyle Goff - CARB - he/him/his: OH yeah I never actually said congratulations, 

Jessica!! 


